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Abstract

The concept of memory within architecture can be traced back to ancient 

Greece and Rome. The focus of this topic is on the six principles and processes 

of memory described in Frances Yates’ book ‘The Art of Memory’.  These 

qualities - visual/spatial orientation, limited sets, association, emotional affects 

and repetition - can be translated and reinterpreted through architecture, helping 

create experiences in construction that preserve and encourage memory.

The focus of this design-led research is to design an archive and exhibition 

center at the submerged old hydro-dam township of Horahora. This archive 

is intended to be a setting for the safeguarding of decaying, abandoned and 

 

through reconciliation of relationships between historical fragments, the river 

and its visitors.

The research will start with an investigation into how the topic of memorialisation 

and memory in architecture has developed in a New Zealand context.  We can 

apply the idea of  memory from notable international architects such as Aldo 

Rossi who, through elements from varying epochs, creates a collective memory 

- a unique relation between place, building and activities that occupy it.  His

architectural works such as the Modena Cemetery and his Monument to the 

Analytical drawings, collage and modelling techniques are used to explore, test 

and reinterpret theories and the conceptual strategies of  the selected precedents. 

I have applied these tenets to the overall design development of  the river archive 

based at the site of  the submerged industrial township of  Horahora.

Fig. 1: ANZAC Day leftovers 2017, Wellington CBD.
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State of  knowledge:

environment may not intentionally engage with memory, yet it always records and 

transmits history. Memories and history are always embedded in physical form 

waiting to be unearthed, read and decoded.  

Here the focus is on the relationship between personal and collective memory 

within architecture. The topic is based on the six most important principles and 

processes of  memory described in Frances Yates’ The Art of  Memory.1 She writes 

that the subject of  memory and architecture possesses dimensions and scales that 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Frances Yates, The Art of Memory (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul , 1966).

Marc Treib, “Yes, Now I Remember: An Introduction” in Spatial Recall: Memory in Architecture and Landscape (New York: Routledge, 2009), 2. 

Ibid. 

Ibid.,  3. 

Jock Phillips, To The Memory (Nelson, NZ: Potton& Burton, 2016).

Vincent O’Malley, The Great War for New Zealand: Waikato 1800-2000 (Wellington, NZ: Bridget William Books, 2016).

can hardly be covered by a single volume, much like the layers of  an onion - many 

2  Architecture and landscape architecture 

can act as grand mnemonic devices that can record and communicate key aspects 

of  particular cultures and history.3

Memorials and monuments are sculptural typologies that pursue meaning as part 

of  their making, in a purposeful manner.4 The function of  the memorial is to tell us 

and remind us of  histories that we have not originally witnessed. Memorialisation 

in New Zealand and our local histories have recently attracted a resurgence of  

To 

the Memory by Jock Philips5, The Great War for New Zealand by Vincent O’Malley6). 

memorial and monument architecture in New Zealand, and then evaluate them 

according to Alois Riegl’s core values outlined in The Modern Cult of  Monuments and 

its Origins.7  This book (translated in an abridged version as a journal entry) analyses 

the positive and negative outcomes that arise when referencing historical artefacts 

(Intentional, Unintentional and Age-values) and their relationships they have with 

present-day values (Use-value, Newness-value and Relative Art-Value).8

The second section of  this research dealt with the architectural interpretation of  

formal relationships and associated meaning of  memorials, historical artefacts and 

memory in Architecture. These analyses are based on the conceptual strategies from 

the works of  Oswald Mathias Ungers and his taxonomy of  architectural elements, 

abstractions in Peter Märkli’s work and Aldo Rossi’s Architecture of  the City.9

7 

8 

9 

Alois Riegl, "The Modern Cult Of Monuments: Its Character and Its Origin", trans. Kurt W. Forster and Diane Ghirardo, Oppositions, no.25 (New York: Rizzoli, 1982). 

Ibid.,  20-51.  

Aldo Rossi, The Architecture of the City, trans. Diane Ghirardo and Joan Ockman (New York: MIT Press, 1984).

All precedents reference historical and metaphorical principles that inform the 

designing of  urban form and architectural space. Ungers’ process of  categorising 

form is used as a lens to derive memorial and monumental formal elements, creating 

a taxonomy of  my own. Peter Märkli and Aldo Rossi’s principles of  historical pasts 

holding value to inform design serves as an essential investigation tool to derive key 

fragments and architectural elements from the site. 

All precedents applied their process and principles to a range of  architectural scales. 

However, they mainly focused on larger scales, i.e. master plans of  urban cities. 

This project will attempt to prove that the underlying principles can be translated 

to more rural situations as well.

1.1	  State	  of	  Knowledge:
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The Typologies:

The Archive serves as a creative laboratory and can take many forms. An Archive 

is a collection of  records that gives us an insight into the history and nature of  its 

contents (contents can range from paper documents to a collection of  materials or 

objects).  The role of  the Archive is to relate the past, present & future. 

The interaction between the internal and external environment will be important. 

The design concept is looking for transit from external to internal, void to solid, 

fragment to a whole. Each view will provide a unique perspective showcasing and 

interpreting the history and memory unique to Horahora. 

Central Archive and Exhibition Space:

The focus of  the building is to store archival material but to also provide public 

exhibition areas- to put permanent archive material and artistic installations on 

display as well as hosting visiting exhibitions. Additional educational spaces will be 

provided to allow access for students and researchers. 

Some artefacts to be acknowledged/displayed/exhibited take an architectural 

form.  The presence of  the forgotten Horahora power station and it’s village will 

be appropriately recognised and not lost to the landscape. 

Memory Depository:

One of  the roles of  the River Archive is to preserve, store and exhibit some of  the 

everyday memories and objects of  people with connections to this place, or witness 

their experience at the archive. 

The programme is driven by the idea of  discovery and the provision of  a journey, 

giving the visitor a real insight into the past. Those who leave behind personal 

effects and letters for their archives can help the archive develop an understanding 

of  personal connections and identities to place. The Memory Depository pushes 

Insteadvisitor participation is encouraged;;the archive isproviding a range of  sources 

involved with the history of  the place.

Site Background:

By the end of the 19th century, the Waikato River had become heavily industrialised. 

The biggest impact derived from the construction of the Hydro-dams based between 

Karapiro and Taupo. These Hydro stations provided new jobs and townships 

 

  

currently in use along the Waikato River. Arapuni Dam has been classed as Historic 

Places Category One10, recognising the particular character these structures hold - 

yet public access to them is still extremely limited.

New Zealand’s abandoned or forgotten rural landscapes hold many unacknowledged 

histories. Often small industrial settlements of the early 1900s were abandoned due 

to changes in environmental conditions, and their increasing obsolescence in the 

expansion of New Zealand industry.11 

10 

11 

12 

13 

Heritage New Zealand, “Arapuni Dam”, accessed on 20 August 2017, http://www.heritage.org.nz/the-list/details/4154. 

John E. Martin, People, politics and power stations: electric power generation in New Zealand, 1880-1998 (Waikato: Electricity Corp. of New Zealand and Historical Branch, Dept. of Internal Affairs, 1998). 

Joyce Neill, ‘Life at the hydro-electric power project at Horahora,’ Ohinemuri Regional History Journal, 21 June 1977. 

Ibid.

The River Archive is proposed for the site of the old hydro-station township of 

Horahora, 20km south of Cambridge. Horahora was once a small town providing 

            

 Aniwaniwa rapids was constructed to create the Horahora Power Station 

which supplied power to the Waihi gold mining operation further north.12  Due to 

growing electricity demands Horahora became outdated,despite being in near 

perfect 13 The 

township and its history was submerged under waterA  existing as a strange 

simultaneous presence and absence in the landscape.

The project investigates the importance of memorialising the histories that were 

abandoned in these rural New Zealand landscapes as an architectural narrative. The 

1.3	  Site	  Background:1.2	  The	  Typologies:
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rapids, Aniwaniwa (also lost among the submersion of  Horahora), will be another 

it can evoke the blackness of  deep water, storm clouds, a state of  bewilderment 

and a sense of  disorientation as one is thrown beneath the waters, it can also be a 

reference to a rainbow, a symbol of  hope.”14

The interventions intend to apply an integrated, evolving visual vocabulary -using 

analytical drawing, collage and modelling techniques based on the conceptual 

strategies of  Aldo Rossi, Oswald Mathias Ungers and Peter Märkli. The idea/

ideal is to create a framework for the narrative that promotes an understanding of  

the histories of  our landscape.  

The design-led research evolved to promote connection and forge relationships 

between historical fragments, the river and the visitor’s perception of  past/present/

14 Brett Graham and Rachel Rakena, “ANIWANIWA”, accessed on 24th August, 2017, http://waikatomuseum.co.nz/exhibitions-and-events/view/41.

future events - ultimately expressing the characteristics of  place through architectural 

form. Elements of  machinery, Aniwaniwa, and other images of  disorientation 

became a focus;; as was using the notion of  ‘submersion’ as a metaphor for the loss 

of  history, place and its memories. These ideas are emphasising the importance of  

preservation and remembrance.   

This research project also seeks to reinterpret the way in which New Zealand 

histories are currently being memorialised or recognised through built structures. 

to these forgotten sites, the histories are no longer lost to their landscapes existing 

only in memory but are acknowledged, and a new awarenessis created. 

How can lost and forgotten histories be captured and revived by a built moment(s)?

Sir George Grey Special Collections
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Objectives:

1. Investigate previous ways in which memorialisation has taken form in

Architecture.

2. Absent and lost fragments of  the Horahora hydro-station and history will

3. Propose an integrated programme - site and histories are no longer lost or

absent to their landscape but are acknowledged through the exploration of

the site and architecture.

4. To curate and preserve unique source material documenting the experiences,

histories and memories of  the site - this includes all backgrounds;; giving

life to stories and their rightful place in New Zealand history.

1.4	  Objectives: 1.5	  Methods:

Methods:

Research through literature:The Literary review is split into two main areas of 

theoretical research and architectural precedence.

  

Modern Cult of Monuments and its Origin, and their links to our memorial and 

monument culture in New Zealand. 

The second area is an exploration of the existing architectural strategies of Aldo 

Rossi, and Oswald Mathias Ungers employed to give the design process guidance.

Research through Site Context: An exploration of the past and present site will 

inform the design outcome and future of the site based on the design strategies 

of Aldo Rossi and Oswald Mathias Ungers. The present state will be dissected to 

 

Research through Programme/Typology: The architectural response employs an 

in-depth understanding of the past and present site to propose a function that 

will 

help generate an appreciation of the history and further thought and ideas for the 

future.  

Research through Design: The research project will examine and explore 

possibilities of a design outcome through a creative interpretation of past 

elements associated 

with the site. 
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The aim of  this research project was to investigate how architecture can store, 

evoke and recall memories and histories within its structure . 

Frances Yates and Alois Riegl set the foundations for the understanding of  the 

key psychological reasons behind how and why we remember, and what makes 

architecture stand the tests of  time. From Yates the ideas of  limited sets, repetitions/

rhythms, visual sense and spatial interplay, association and affects were placed 

into architectural means to create better connections to history. Riegl’s values: 

Intentional, Unintentional and Age-values, Use-value, Newness-value and Relative 

Art-Value;; serve as an important guide to why previous memorials and monuments 

failed to connect to the individual or collective memory. 

Both literature reviews concerning memory were used as a lens to analyse the current 

memorial and monument culture in New Zealand, and ‘Anti-memorials’ seen 

internationally. The conclusions drawn were used to form a memorial taxonomy 

of  key design decision making in an attempt to understand the fundamentals in 

intentional monument markers.

This taxonomy was then reviewed further in the analysis of  the works of Aldo 

Rossi and O.M.Ungers. Both produce monumental architecture using fragments 

arranged across the sites. Key aspects of each precedent have been modelled and 

reinterpreted - the results directing important design decisions for this project.  

The resulting design explores the possibilities of referencing and interacting with 

history. It attempts to create spaces that encourage memory collection/

recollection and memory making. Each space is planned as layers of 

dimension, scale and volume, all fragmented together until you reach the core.

1.6	  Results	  of	  research:



2 . 0  M E M O R Y  A N D  H E R I T A G E  I N  A R C H I T E C T U R E



The neurobiological processes of  the brain concerning memory and information 

gathering create pathways that house a particular memory – if  these paths are 

maintained (through contextual repetition) the longevity of  the memory is increased.

There are six primary principles to the Art of  Memory outlined by Yates:

Visual sense and spatial orientation: What we hear should be attached to a visual image to 

help further recall of  the memory we hear.

Order: Yates emphasises the importance of  order in memory - by creating an order of  

or a ‘storehouse’ of  the mind.18

Limited Sets: The Art of  Memory emphasises the importance of  breaking up the 

information into a series of  more controllable sets for easier recollection in the future. 

18 Yates, The Art of Memory, 19.

20 21

The ancient Greeks and Romans stressed the importance of  the process of  recalling 

text through the use of  memory. “The Greeks, who invented many arts, invented an 

art of  memory (…) this art seeks to memorise through a technique of  impressing 

‘places’ and ‘images’ on memory.”15 Two types of  memory were distinguished: 

used unconsciously. The latter should be trained in mnemonic techniques used to 

improve our minds consciously.16

They realised that memories were made up of  mental images, these images 

would require a technique that would improve their abilities to recall and visualise 

individual memories. The mnemonic relationship developed for the improvement 

of  memory was used mainly to exercise the Rhetoric, but also to better the intellect 

and imagination of  the individual. This method of  memory improvement stressed 

15 Yates, The Art of Memory , 6.

16 
17 

Hugh Chisholm, “Mnemonics”. Encyclopædia Britannica (11th ed.), (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1911), 629–630. 

Yates, The Art of Memory , 3.

an importance of  image and place – the recall of  memory was easier when a 

temporary mental image was projected onto a permanent mental image. 

A “method of  loci” presented an individual who mentally connected ideas, words, 

or speech with building fragments and the objects contained within it by imagining 

moving through the building seeing, picking up the objects, etc. You then remind 

yourself  of  their associated properties.17

The ‘Method of  Loci’ emphasises a need for a place as a vital impetus to memory 

recall. Memory can be broken into fragments of  images that are projected onto 

place or loci to be remembered with more intensity. Use of  imagination facilitates 

the temporary memory in a permanent place,allowing memories to be rebuilt and 

recalled to the present. 

2.1 Frances Yates - The Art of  Memory.

Fig. 3: The Mechanization of Memory

The Cover of Frances Yates “The Art of Memory” 



Attempting to cling on to every part of  the past reduces 
the chance of  that memory being remembered clearly.
An overwhelming amount of  information results in vague
recollections.

Reducing the information that is to be remembered into limited sets. 
Important and key memorial moments are identified. These will 
become more detailed and given move to grow in the mind. 

The living memory provides ‘flashes of  inspiration’. Focused 
fragments from the landscape can be recalled with more detail
later, at different times.

Association: Yates offers a reference from Aristotle to outline the underlying meaning 

of association in regards to memory. She mentions the importance of a starting 

point in a chain reaction to stimulate a memory recollection and storage.19

“For this reason, some use places to recollect. The reason for this is that men pass 

rapidly from one step to the next;; for instance from milk to white, from white to air, 

from air to damp;; after which one recollects autumn, supposing that one is trying 

to recollect the season.”20

Affect: ‘Affects’ concerns itself with the role of emotion in the art of memory. 

   

 strong emotional association can help aid storage of a memory, the second is that 

recollection of an image can evoke an emotional response.21

19 
20 
21 

Yates, The Art of Memory , 110. 
Ibid. , 48. 

Ibid., 10.

Repetition: Repetition assists a conventional memory. For example, repetition is 

often used to maintain speech in mind by repeating what you hear. 

22 23

Fig. 4: Fig. 5:



22 
23 
24 

Riegl, "The Modern Cult Of Monuments", 20-51. 

Ibid.,  38. 

Ibid.,  34-35.

Intentional monuments – "Intentional monuments aim to preserve a historical 

moment in the consciousness of later generations"23 -  monuments which recall a 

particular event in time or a series of events from the past to preserve them for 

future generations. This is the most common kind of  monument.

Unintentional      monuments –  "The  historical  value  of   a  monument  arises  from  the 

particular, individual stage it represents in the development of human activity in a 

certain field" ‘24- This  

  time. These developments are often subjective, 

what may not seem valuable to a collective or individual history now could 

evolve into one later.

For New Zealand, it was not until the mid-20th century when 

the appreciation 

for the unintentional monument (historical value) developed. Along with this 

new found appreciation for our small history, people also sought to give it legal 

protection. 

Age-value monuments – "Age-value in a memorial or monument betrays 

itself in the monument’s dated appearance. Age-value makes clear a sense of the 

life cycle of the artefact, and of culture as a whole"25- all artefacts have the 

opportunity to develop age-value. 

  

Present day values

             

between the present-day values and the cult of monuments: 

25 
26 
27 

Riegl, "The Modern Cult Of Monuments", 31-32. 

Ibid.,  39. 

Ibid.,  42.

Use-Value – Buildings that start to lose its modern relevance in use, it starts to lose 

value. To remain valuable, the architecture needs to maintain their use. According 

to Riegl, this is as important as the counter-claim of monuments that respect age-

value (where the monument is abandoned and left to form a natural state).26

Newness-value – Humans historically value youth over age - often things 

considered beautiful are associated with newness, while the faded and old are 

considered outdated and ugly. Newness-value in art has usually connected with the 

opinion of the general population. Relative art value has often only be appreciated 

by “the aesthetically educated modern person.”27

Relative Art-value – Opposing the idea of Art-Value is Riegl’s concept of Relative 

Art-Value. 

24 25

2.2 The Modern Cult of the Monument: Its Character and Its 
Origin

In 1903 Austrian art-historian and philosopher Alois Riegl (1858-1905) published 

The Modern Cult of the Monument: Its Character and Its Origin          which was only translated 

 

when approaching referencing/conservation/preservation of historical artefacts.22 

  

in culture.  

In their most simple form markers and monuments have only one purposeA  to 

memorialise a particular person or event but Riegl’s work goes further to explore 

the ideas and the importance of  monuments in art and architecture. 

The Cult of Monuments

According to Riegl, three kinds of monuments can exist -  either separately or 
contained within another:



“Kunstwollen” translated most often as the “will-to-art”28 

  Relative Art-Value to the societal beliefs connected to 

the production of the arts and culture. No perfect concept of artistic value is 

independent of the ever-shifting societal beliefs or ideas of what should be 

considered a monument or worthless.29

Relative Art-Value can have both negative and positive effects for the 

life-cycle of a monument. For New Zealand, Relative Art-Value has been the 

biggest issue in its preservation of history. For Relative Art-Value to be 

positive, this requires "the preservation of the monument in its present state, 

and sometimes even ‘resturatio in integrum'"30 meaning the monument or 

memorial can function as a reminder of history if it can establish 

itself with the key present-day values outlined by Reigl. When the relative art-

value fails to connect with its audience of that time and 

28 
29 

30 

31 

Alois Riegl,   

Riegl, "The Modern Cult Of Monuments", 47. 

Riegl  

Ibid.

context it often results to neglect and destruction of historical monuments.  

The judgment of historical worth is continually prioritising values such as newness 

and restoration, as opposed to age-value which prioritises the acceptance and 

respect of  age and decay in monuments.31

Riegl did more than setting up these neat categories -  he shows that our views on 

 

 s

  of a “whole” or “fragment” is 

of interest. To have historical value the (unintentional) monument needs to 

maintain its absolute condition or be a complete, near-perfect restoration yet the 

age-value celebrates the marks of time and the natural effects of  decay.  

26 27

Fig. 6: Cullt of Monuments vs. Present day values.



3 . 0  M E M O R I A L  A N D  M O N U M E N T  C U L T U R E



1864 - 1887 1886 - 1896 1899 - 1934 1940 - Present

30 31

32 James E. Young, “Memory and Counter-Memory,” Harvard Design Magazine, Fall 1999, accessed June 3, 2017, http://www.harvarddesignmagazine.org/issues/9/memory-and-counter-memory.

Markers of  history decide how to express complex ideas in a visual form. Shape, 

mass, materiality, imagery, location and typography all contribute towards the 

message and meaning. What happens in the past is reconstructed in the context 

of  the present.  All of  us encounter certain “markers” that help us remember 

particular histories or evoke certain memories.  Cemeteries, monuments, memorials, 

and churches are examples of  such “markers”.   

There is a debate on whether monuments have an adverse impact on memory. 

Critic James Young has said of  memorials, “It’s a big rock telling people what 

to think;; it’s a big form that pretends to have a meaning, that sustains itself  for 

viewers to become more passive and forgetful because they “do our memory work 

for us.”32

3.1 Memorial and Monument culture in New Zealand

This section begins with an analysis of the most common ways of marking sites 

   

understanding of the positive and negative elements in attempting to memorialise 

history.

A Monument is a structure, statue or building that honours a particular person 

 

considered a monument due to its historical impact on local identity. “Monuments 

allowed for “collective remembering” in sites that acted as a place of 

common memory.

A memorial is built to acknowledge or remember those who have died. According 

to The New Oxford Dictionary of English, a memorial is “something, especially  a 

structure, established to remind people of a person or event”. 1   

Both memorials and monuments raise complex questions as to which histories 

should be acknowledged and how much of the history or memory should be 

preserved but also, more philosophically,  why we should remember?

Fig. 7: New Zealand timeline map of memorials to the New Zealand Land Wars.



32 33

barbarians’ were the up-river Hauhau who came down the Whanganui River 

intending to drive off the European settlers in the Whanganui township. 

The North Island saw witness to numerous battles with casualties on both the 

 

 

 

Today there are just over 60 memorials in New Zealand commemorating the dead 

of the New Zealand Land Wars.34 Initially, in most cases, these memorials took the 

 

 or monuments to the wars were created almost a century 

later, often only to replace the wooden headboard that was now rotting away. A 

few reasons are attributed to this paucity of memorialisation - the idea of 

commemorating those particulars 

34 
35 

who died in the NZ wars was not given high priority in New Zealand. Alongside 

   

 

sides;; people wanted to forget this painful and embarrassing part of New Zealand’s 

  

the New Zealand Land Wars was muted and forgetting was the preferred opinion. 

Just a few of the original headboards were replaced during this time, as basic 

maintenance.

Between 1905 and 1920, however, more than 20 memorials were built to acknowledge the 

New Zealand land Wars.35 A large proportion of this renewed interest arose 

indirectly from the popularity of commemorating those who fought in the South 

 

Perhaps monuments and memorials should be concerned with concepts that are 

designed to change over time, to create a further awareness of  something that is 

missing, or even disappearing- provoking viewers to question, think, and connect 

with the history more actively and consciously.  We have to remember what audience 

we are trying to reach with this marker.  What view or ideas will it encourage? Is it 

passive?  Are these markers passageways to history?

New Zealand Land Wars - 19th Century

The earliest existence of  typical memorials in New Zealand dates back to our civil 

inscription reads ‘to the memory of  those brave men who fell at Moutoa 14 May 

1864 in defence of  law and order against fanaticism and barbarism’.33 The ‘fanatic 

33 
2017, https://nzhistory.govt.nz/war/new-zealand-wars-memorials.

3.2 New Zealand Land Wars - 19th Century

Fig. 8: Traditional Memorial form and its (lack of) engagement
.

 Ibid.
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popular interest waned but continued into the 1920s. The publication of Rewi’s 

Last Stand also prompted interest. 

In 1954 New Zealand established the “ Historic Places Trust”, a body that raised and 

protested issues where they perceived New Zealand’s history was being carelessly 

demolished or ignored. 

Efforts made by the Historic Places Trust to mark the anniversaries of civil war 

battles across New Zealand meant new markers and monuments to the wars were 

placed across New Zealand.

  

 

 

to this many of these memorials were, and still are, severely damaged by a new 

radical generation expressing resentment and anger.36 The turbulent nature of this 

36 Jock Phillips, To The Memory, 50-51.

history of  memorials to the New Zealand Land Wars means they were never just 

monuments to the dead or the events that were being commemorated;;  they exist as 

physical manifestations of  the changing politics, culture and identity New Zealand’s 

short history has experienced. 

Fig. 9: New Zealand Land War memorials (read left to 

right) displayed in chronological order. From 1864 - 2001.



36

The traditional memorial or monument seen during the 19th century typically 

Often placed on top of  a plinth, looking past the passing public these statues 

a physically arresting stage, those memorialised are in some way valorised, with the 

history out of  reach for those who did not participate. 

We look up at these static memorial types as they look past us, implying a meaning 

so much larger than us. This meaning may be true of  the impact of  war, and 

of  historical events on a massive scale. However, this disparity discourages any 

attempt by the public to engage with these histories and markers. The 20th century 

began to ignore the authoritarian body in favour of  creating a more public inclusive 

structure;; international examples created memorials that drew the people closer to 

the event. 

37 

38 

Fiona Jack and Bill McKay, Living Halls  (Auckland: Govett Brewster Art Gallery, 2011), 47. 

Ibid.

Our answer, the “Living Memorial”, moved toward a more utilitarian function. 

There are over 300 war memorial community halls across New Zealand, built in 

honour of those who died in the First and Second World Wars.37 These social 

spaces host a range of community facilities;; embedded into people’s everyday living 

in small-town New Zealand. The majority of these memorial halls were designed, 

sourced and built solely by local people for local people. The National Archives 

            

  

vision for the hall.38

37

Fiona Jack - An insight to the Living Halls

In Fiona Jack’s research exploration into the Living Halls, she analyses and displays 

the range of  Halls proposed - some are go-getting, some are a roughly drawn square 

on a piece of  paper, but of  all the Memorial Halls that were built almost all represent 

what was submitted to the council. Jack’s display of  these halls honours the vision 

and endeavour of  the people that spent many years fundraising, designing, building 

and maintaining their halls for their communities. 

Bill McKay starts by asking the question of  how we as a country moved from grief  

to community centre?39 For those families who suffered losses in the wars, there is 

little comfort or compensation in a visit to a statue once a year. Another failing of  

the singular memorial was the way the forms sanitise the situation into a more heroic 

idealised event rather than, as Bill McKay describes, a slaughterhouse.40

After the Great War, it seemed a shift in Memorial form was appropriate. Moving 

39 

40 

3.3 Living Halls - 20th Century

Fig. 10: Council submission for the Te Teko Memorial Hall.Fiona Jack and Bill McKay, Living Halls, 65. 

Ibid.,  66.
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away from the sculptural monument and toward a more utilitarian way – public 

places such as parks, libraries, halls etc. Initially, the government rejected this idea. 

It was the end of the Second World War that sparked an interest in the creation of 

 

The Memorial Hall or community centre layout usually consisted of one central hall 

space to hold gatherings and various events, a staging area visible from the main hall, 

male and female cloakrooms, and kitchen/serving areas. This simplicity of interior 

form and layout was typically due to the skill level of the New Zealandsmall-town 

locals.  The roof structure was usually gabled with a squared façade. The front 

door faced the street inviting people to enter. Volunteer labour built the majority of 

these halls. Signs and bold lettering, typically on the exterior of the hall, label the 

building as a memorial hall with honour rolls tucked safety inside on display.     

41 
42 

Bill McKay - Grief  to Community Centre

In Bill McKay’s essay, he proposes the question: “does our everyday use of  these 

buildings prompt thoughts of  those who served and died to save our way of  life? 

Have they succeeded as living memorials?”41 There is no clear answer for this 

judgement. Often the argument is that the function of  the “Living Halls” is diluting 

the meaning/history of  what they were designed to commemorate. But you can 

argue that by inviting people inside you make them feel like they participate, rather 

than being isolated outside. Observing in the words of  Fiona Jack “a post-World 

War Two moment of  public aspiration, when communities engaged in the visionary 

process of  describing what they wanted to become.”42

Fig. 11: Te Teko Memorial Hall.
Fiona Jack and Bill McKay, Living Halls,  83. 

Ibid.,  117.
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In a discussion between Fiona Jack, Tom Nicholson and Sam Durant they all 

agree that the concept of a "living memorial" emphasises usefulness.43 Living 

memorials contribute, aiming to improve that community and they serve a 

purpose as social spaces where people’s voices can be heard and views shared 

and discussed.   

  

 

value” has been lost.  If a memorial’s purpose is to stop memories disappearing 

the question arises as to how successful the "living hall" is if the concept is so 

vulnerable to the ravages of time.  

43 Fiona Jack and Bill McKay, Living Halls,  (Auckland: Govett Brewster Art Gallery, 2011), 47.



Parade assembly: 9.20am Parade assembly: 9.25am Crowds intensify: 9.35am Parade Commences: 9.50am

Parade walk: 9.55amCrowds intensify: 9.55am Parade walk: 9.56am Service : 10.00am

Parade returns: 10.40am Crowd meets at statue: 11.00am Statue looks on: 11.02am Crowds lay letters on statue: 11.05am
44 

45 

Jock Phillips, To The Memory, 50-51. 

Ibid.,  219.

of the National War Memorial in Wellington. The parks intention is to 

memorialise all New Zealanders who have died in our participation in foreign 

wars.44

The combination of the Art Deco shapes from the carillon, the black marble 

tomb of the unknown warrior and the rough red stone of the Australian soldier 

memorial starts to, as Jock Philips describes, “develop its memorial language”.45 

Beyond memorials, these built structures or markers serve as mnemonic 

devices by projecting a point in time. These markers also attempt to solidify 

  

to imagine.

In “Monument for the Flooding of Royal Park”, Nicholson creates an idea 

using a range of archival material to create a proposition for an imaginary 

monument. 

3.4 Parks and Parades - 21st Century

Parks and Parades - 21st Century

Today our methods of memorisation largely lie within public parks and 

memorial day parades.

 The annual ANZAC parade is the most well-known of these events. Obviously, 

as time passes soldiers also pass but their descendants can march on their 

           

 and handwritten notes at the memorial site at the parade’s end point. 

The parades usually last a few hours only, with crowds completely dispersed 

by the early afternoon but a wide range of ages attend ensuring the memories 

are passed on through generations.

          

was the creation of Pukeahu in 2014 - a new memorial park situated in front 

42 43
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He states that he has a particular anxiety about working with the ideas of  the 

archive in that it risks becoming focused on past ideas, retreating from the 

present and addressing future perceptions.46  To create a hybrid between the 

concepts of  a living memorial, and function of  an archive is perhaps a kind of  

potential toward the future. 

46 Tom Nicholson “Monument For The Flooding Of  Royal Park” accessed April 17, 2017, http://www.tomn.net/projects/2008_03/

Previous Page: Fig. 12: Timeline of ANZAC Parade 2017

Devonport ANZAC parade 2017
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Anti-monuments were a reaction against the traditional memorial and monument 

(those seen in the 19th century).The idea of  designing a memorial or monument 

seemed daunting with few ideas left to tell new stories or ask new questions as 

to how we design memorials and monuments today.

But the memorial landscape is now full with anti-memorials aiming to provide 

witness toworld-changingevents, reaching out to a wider audience. 

A well-known example is that of  the memorialisation of  the Jewish lives lost in 

World War II by Libeskind.

Daniel Libeskind designed the Jewish Museum in 2001 in Berlin. Following 

from the discussion of  “Living Halls” by Bill McKay and Fiona Jack, Libeskind’s 

museum function is a powerful statement in memorialisation. Although a 

powerful and emotional experience, the Jewish Museum is active in projecting 

and controlling the emotions it would like visitors to have. 

47 Shelly Hornstein, Losing Site: Architecture, Memory and Place (Farnham, Surrey: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2011), 40.

Shelley Hornstein describes the power and controversy around the effects of  

Libeskind’s museum:

“.....controversy arose concerning whether or not to keep the museum empty or 

a memorial to and symbol for the annihilated Jewish community.”47

Also in Berlin, Eisenmann’s Memorial to the Murdered Jews (built in 2005) 

creates an entirely different effect of  memorialisation. Instead of  dictating how 

leaves room for interpretation.    

As a visitor to the Memorial to the Murdered Jews, there is a vast range of  

emotions to observe. Children are laughing, jumping from one pillar to the next. 

3.5 Anti-memorials and monuments

Fig. 14: Site plan of Eisenmann’s Memorial to the Murdered Jews.

Fig.15: Floor Plan of Libeskinds Jewish Museum



standing, leaning against the pillars, talking.  Here the memorial allows for a 

range of  engagement and emotions.

How each memorial attempt to inform their visitors about history is varied. 

Within the permanent exhibition of  the Jewish Museum, Libeskind presents 

typical museum display. The history displayed often leads to predictable trains 

of  thought as you pass between each element that is presented. The information 

that is present in this way rarely leaves the sphere of  the static display.

What seems more powerful in presenting history is Libeskind’s void spaces. 

The Holocaust tower provides no historical stimulation like presented in the 

permanent exhibition but produces an effect that is more likely to stay with 

parameters of  the space.

The memory void takes qualities from the examples previous. This void 

space can work with some mental stimulation and allows the viewer’s train of  

thought to expand beyond the physical space. Space creates an atmosphere of  

contemplation and stimulation. There is a primary focus of  one aspect of  that 

history with allows for a focus and easier memory stimulation.

The underground information centre as part of  Eisenmann’s Memorial to the 

Murdered Jews creates a space with limited sets, separate and unordered. These 

stimulations produce varied and many trains of  thought that intersect and 

interrelate enabling visitors to make their connections and thoughts.

Space needs to encourage contemplation and further thought for a lasting 

memory.

48 49

Fig. 16: A-C: 'Jewish Museum' exhibition display analysis 

Fig. 16: D: 'Memorial to the Murdered Jews' exhibition display 

analysis

A B

C D
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Fig. 17: Interior of void space in Libeskinds Jewish Museum.

Opposite Page: Fig.18: Core of Eisenmann’s Memorial to the Murdered Jews.



“Radial”
A composition of  forms that stem 

from one central form.

‘“Directional”’
A group of  forms arranged to direct 
visitors. Usually within proximity of  

each other and visually connected.

‘‘Grid Form”
A set of  modular forms related by a 

cartesian plane of  X, Y and Z.

‘“Veritcal”
Also could be centralised. One 

dominant form that points upward 
or downward. Often disconnects with 

viewer.

1. Orientation

The orientation establishes where the memorial or monument directs visitors.

2. Form

Analysis of  the decision-making done during the memorial design/making.

3. Interaction

Interaction is the engagement with the senses. Visitors feel more a part of  a 

particular history or feel closer to an event when they are fully engaged, and the 

memorial/monument reciprocates. 

4. Ornament

These are the elements incorporated into the design,ie, the inscribed names or 

symbols.

The Postmodernism contextual position can be traced back to Robert Venturi’s 

52 53

3.6 Memorial Archetypes

To further my understanding of the memorial culture, I began to look at ways 

to break down the way in which memorials happened. Based on the way 

Oswald Mathias Ungers’ categories form, certain qualities started to be 

evident. Ways of communication used in monument forms overlapped over 

time in both international and national memorial and monument projects.  

My focus was the 20th-century movement of memorials and monuments. 

During this period monuments and memorials started to move away from static 

forms that distance themselves from the public toward a lesser authoritarian 

  

community needs. These were later referred to as “Anti-monuments” or in New 

Zealand as “Living Halls”.

In breaking down memorials and monuments to their fundamental components 

and cataloging them, the aim was to reveal ways in which memorials and 

monuments were constructed - through trial and error this section sought to 

  

understand design decisions. Fig. 19: Orientation of Memorial Archetypes



‘Solid’ ‘Void’ ‘Courtyard’ ‘‘Bend’ ‘Split’ ‘Repeat’ ‘Collide’ ‘‘Connection’ ‘‘Wander’
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Fig. 20: Reduced Forms of Memorial Archetypes.



Visual Sound Touch Inscribed names
London NZ War Memorial

Symbols
London NZ War Memorial

Natural elements 
911memorial, New York

Light
Hiroshima Projection
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Fig. 21: Sensory Interaction of Memorial Archetypes. Fig. 22 A-D: Ornamentation of Memorial Archetypes.
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Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture. Written in 1966 Venturi’s title 

foreshadowed the chaotic discourse that would soon follow.

Venturi argued that buildings were objects of  place-making that”should embody 

local conditions of  neighbourhoods and the local public behaviour – embracing 

aspects of  architectural history, decoration and disunity.”48

One of  the most notable architects of  this period was Aldo Rossi, publishing 

his arguments for the future of  architecture in 1966;; the same year as Venturi’s 

Complexity and Contradiction. After establishing a distinguished career as a 

modernist architect49, Rossi adopted a style that historically referenced local 

conditions,enlivened by symbolic forms and used working memory as a valuable 

starting point in creating an architecture with the ability to promote thinking, 

48 Anna Winston, “The Dezeen Guide To Postmodern Architecture And Design”, accessed May 23, 2017, https://www.dezeen.com/2015/07/23/guide-to-postmodern-architecture-de-
sign-glenn-adamson/.
49 Ibid.

50  Aldo Rossi, The Architecture of  the City, trans. Diane Ghirardo and Joan Ockman, (New York: The MIT Press, 1984),  130.

reading, responding and engagement between architecture, history and user. 

Rossi reinvents the concept of  the locus during the writing of  his treatise :

“The locus

are in it. It is at once singular and universal.”50

The locus is, as explained by France Yates in The Art Of  Memory,    how  

memory  attaches  itself  to  spatial  structures.  For  Rossi,  the  locus is a central 

characteristic of  the city toward a collective memory. Rossi writes:

“Thus we consider locus the characteristic principle of  urban artefacts;; the 

concepts of  locus, architecture, permanence, and history together help us 

to understand the complexity of  urban artefacts. The collective memory 

participates in the actual transformation of  space in the works of  the collective, 

a conversion that is always conditioned by whatever material realities oppose 

it. Understood in this way memory becomes the guiding thread of  the 

entire complex urban structure and in this respect, the architecture of  urban 

artefacts is distinguished from art, since the latter is an element that exists for 

itself  alone, while the greatest monuments of  architecture are of  necessity 

linked intimately to the city.”51

51  Aldo Rossi, The Architecture of the City, 130-131 

4.1 Aldo Rossi and Memory in Architecture

Fig. 23: Aldo Rossi collage of built works and their historical / 
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52 
53 
54 

Aldo Rossi, The Architecture of the City, 130.

Eugene J. Johnson, “What Remains Of Man-Aldo Rossi’s Modena Cemetery”, Journal Of The Society Of Architectural Historians 41, no.1 (1982): 

Ibid.,  47.

Rossi created a series of simple forms throughout the site forming the Modena 

Cemetary:

Cube: The cube is the only element to be completed in its entirety. Through 

the shortest section of Rossi scheme (north to south) is arranged by a cube 

sitting at the south end, below which lies a common grave for the poorest of 

Modena. This monument represents the relationship between the living and 

the dead. The access is through the centre of the cube, with a ramp circulating 

the centre. There is no roof and is open to the sky and it’s surroundings, it 

geometric form evokes a sense of  solidity and permanence in the landscape.

Rectangle: An embracing two-story U-shaped building, encloses the space.  

Triangle: A series of “rib-like” ossuary that taper triangle, and a shortened chimney-

like form at the north.

Cone: The cone, another communal grave, could be mistaken for a smokestack. Here 

the cone is connected to the series of triangular ribs. 

Today, the “U” has been rendered an “L,” and neither the rib-like ossuary 

nor the monumental cone has been constructed in reality. The reading of the 

project as “incomplete” still conforms to Rossi’s notions of the essence of a 

cemetery existing a priori site or form: in our minds, his construction becomes 

               

                

to expand when necessary, somewhat explained through a lens of functional need. 

  

piece, which would have served not only as an amphitheater but also as a formal 

counterpoint to the burial functions and square windows of the columbarium.55 

55 Eugene J. Johnson, “What Remains Of Man-Aldo Rossi’s Modena Cemetery”, 47-48.

4.2 The Modena Cemetery:

“One can say that the city itself is the collective memory of its people, and like 
memory, it is associated with objects and places.”52

The competition called for an addition to the existing walled cemetery designed 

by Cesare Costa in the 19th century, Rossi chose to ignore the original trapezoidal 

shape of the site that was suggested by the competition brief - instead, he 

adopted a similar site form that mimicked the walled rectangle of the Costa and 

Jewish cemeteries. Eugene Johnson notes that Rossi “set his plan emphatically 

within [cemetery typology] traditions,”53

The original project of 1971 included two and a half kilometres of subterranean 

          

eliminated in the 1976 update. Additional space for burial was provided 

by raising the height of the enclosing buildings to three stories.54 Parallel to the 

east wall is the north wall is positioned serving as a connecting link between the 

old and new cemeteries. 

Fig. 24: Aldo Rossi elements of Mondena Cemetery
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to the collective as a social commentary on hierarchy: as Johnson writes, “the 

cube and the cone deliberately rival for attention to underscore the fact that 

there are two separate monuments”.56 The plan can no longer be read as a 

physiological analogy, but the sombreness and intensity of the forms have still 

persevered independent of  the missing composition fragments. 

Rossi creates a poignant city of the dead;; it embodies the notion of collective 

memory. As cemetery typology, the Modena Cemetery is transformed by the 

living and the dead occupiers of space. Rossi creates a dialogue between the 

 

creating a compelling personal experience rather than a purely historical one. An 

object, place or architecture can become a richer experience for all who actively 

participate in it. 

56 Fig. 25: Aldo Rossi, Mondena Cemetery, 1971.

Fig. 26: Aldo Rossi, Mondena 

Cemetery interior walls

Eugene J. Johnson, “What Remains Of Man-Aldo Rossi’s Modena Cemetery”, 47.
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The unbuilt Monument to the Resistance in Cuneo, designed by Rossi in 1962, 

proposes a semi-circle of  seating focused around a masonry cube creating a theatrical-

like setting within the monument. The cube entry is via a tapering staircase leading 

into an interior platform. A thin angled slit penetrates the wall focusing on viewing 

to the top of  a ridge top (where members of  the resistance fought the Germans). 

The angle of  the slit also allows focused historical views to those sitting inside the 

monument.  The tapering stairs create a space for an audience to contemplate their 

surroundings and to become more than just a  pure sculptural form. 

Aldo Rossi’s aims are not to imitate but to create an order of  things that allows us to 

experience a suspended moment in the present between the past and the future. Rossi 

develops an architecture which embodies a history that is easily read and engaged 

with rather than just observed.

In 1988 Rossi was able to employ this idea of  a viewport to important histories within 

the landscape in his monument to Sandro Pertini. This particular monument allows 

visitors to sit on the stage like seating and, like with the design of  the Monument to 

the Resistance in Cuneo, Rossi allows a thin view shaft, but this time it just views out 

historical association to the nearby Milan cathedral creating harmony between the 

new presence and the old.

4.3 Monument to the Resistance in Cuneo:

Fig. 27: Aldo Rossi Monument to the Resistance in Cuneo viewing diagram.
Fig. 28: Aldo Rossi Monument to Sandro Pertini
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28

29

A response to the perspective ideas displayed in Aldo Rossi’s Monument to the Resistance in Cuneo.

Fig. 31: Viewshafts of  the modena.
Fig 32: Film overlay to suggest  forgotten fragments.

30

31
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Terence Riley, The Changing of the Avant-Garde: Visionary Architectural Drawings from the Howard Gilman Collection, (New York: The Museum of Modern Art, 2002), 100. 

Ibid.

In 1982 Oswald Mathias Ungers dedicated an entire piece of work to the 

discussion of metaphors in architecture and the urban form -  titled 

‘Morphologie City Metaphors’. It is a small book, in English and German, 

which begins with a philosophical dissertation in which Ungers explains 

different ways of thinking, the role of analogy and metaphor and visual 

thinking as inspiration to architectural design.

The dissertation is followed by a series of double pages: on one side depicting 

fragments of site maps, cartographic images and urban planning designs and 

showing the other photographs and drawings functioning as visual 

metaphorsA  visually similar pictures that demonstrate different ways of 

thinking about the construction, operation and essence of the city. It is 

constructed as a catalogue for us to examine, instead of exhausting possibilities 

they seem to multiply and be endless. The metaphors are not closed, and the 

city reverberates between the pages.

71

4.4 Oswald Mathias Ungers Taxonomy of Forms.

The relationship between architectural typologies and morphological fragments 

is undeniably clear in the work of Oswald Mathias Ungers. Ungers’ love for 

architectural typologies and fragments is present in the proposal for student 

housing in Enschede (1964). He later claimed that this project aimed to catalogue 

an ‘encyclopaedia of  forms’.57

Starting with a stable form, Ungers creates classical circular and rectangular 

courtyards and bases his site plan on a clear axis layout.

Moving south of the plan the once stable form has now been sliced open, 

moved and then rotated, this increases a sense of disruption. Ungers has been 

58

Fig. 33: O.M. Ungers, Student Housing in Enschede, 1964. Fig. 33: O.M. Ungers, Student Housing in Enschede, 1964.



Fig. 35: “Approximation of  wall angles”  Peter Märkli, Haus Gantenbein, Grabs, 1995 

59 Peter Märkli, “Craft of  Architecture”, A+U, 2008, 14.
60 Beatrice Galilee, “Interview with Zurich-based architect Peter Märkli”, accessed 25 September, 2017, https://www.iconeye.com/404/item/3453-peter-märkli?tmpl=component&print=1.
61 Ibid.

However Märkli goes further and starts to abstract this language - he creates 

an illusion of a square, but the sides are drawn with its angles slightly wrong, 

he acknowledges it is not perfect, but it is enough to create an ‘idea’ about the 

square. To the untrained eye, it takes a few seconds to recognise the 

uneven sides. Here he creates an abstraction of  the square, an 

“approximation”.

Many of Märkli’s works hold a sense of timelessness, tranquility and permanence. 

He is perhaps most famous for La Congiunta, the small gallery that houses the 

sculptures of Hans Josephsohn. “Some buildings are built for people” Märkli 

says, describing this concrete geometric forms, marked with the imprints of 

construction, “This is built for sculptures. There is just concrete, no electricity, 

72

no insulation, just space.”62  The gallery evokes qualities of  forgotten Greek ruins or 

monuments.  Märkli’s interest in ancient history has never been more apparent.

Abstraction of  form in Märkli’s work, together with the elements found in Aldo 

Rossi’s works, help to form a basis for the development of  form for the archival 

interventions. The abstractions of  past elements and classical theories inform a 

future intervention condition by creating new possibilities out of  new and existing 

elements and histories of  Horahora.

62 Beatrice Galilee, “Interview with Zürich-based architect Peter Märkli”

73

4.5 Peter Märkli Classical Abstractions

              

Olgiati and sculptor Hans Josephson, whose works inspired the La 

Congiunta museum in Giornico, Italy.  

Architect Rudolf Olgiati taught Märkli an elementary language of architecture. 

He explained to Märkli the meanings associated with single elements such as a 

wall, door, threshold etc. and in understanding these elements, Märkli was able to 

go further and create his modern interpretation of  these languages.59

Märkli looks back toward Greek temples, a Roman church, and Le Corbusier's 

Ronchamp, which he all calls classical buildings.60 The universal character 

language. Often in interviews, he notes his love for classical ideals - the golden 

section, classical orders etc. and this love is evident in many of his works.61



Fig. 36:  Peter Märkli, Museo La Congiunta, Giornico , 1992 Fig. 37:  Peter Märkli, Museo La Congiunta Interior, Giornico , 1992 
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Interaction: Interactive moments should occur within the structure itself  to create 

better memory experiences for archive and visitor. 

Visual connections: Visual connections will be used as a tool to connect the various 

volumes and space (internally and externally). These connections will be in the 

moments in the landscape and enables visitors to engage with the voids of  the 

building.

Physical connections: Physical connections will create links and access between each 

intervention. This physical connection will direct each visitor drawing them to 

the key interventions across the site. 

Grid/linear progressions: Grid linear progressions form a contrast against the rural 

organic landscape. 

Natural Effects: incorporating the landscape as exhibit and artefact. 

4.6 Derived design elements:

The design approach builds upon the pieces that resulted from the analysis or 

memorial architecture and the principles and aesthetics explored in the work of 

O.M.Ungers, Aldo Rossi and Peter Märkli. All three architects apply their own

architectural language to the referencing of  history.

The following are the derived elements that will be used to formulate the archive 

typologies in the submerged township of Horahora.

Cube: A prismatic solid bound by six equal sides. Due to its equal sides this form 

tends to become static and lacks movement or direction. However it evokes a 

sense of  solidity and permanent in the landscape. 

Subtractive Abstraction: Having the cube as an easily recognizable geometric form, 

they can adapt readily to subtractive treatment. If solids are partially hidden our 

mind automatically complete its entire form. If fragments are missing in the 

primary form their identity therefore becomes incomplete. This element will 

be utilised on the interior of the space - keeping the exterior as an almost pure 

form. 
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5.1 Site Location:

Opposite Page: Fig. 38: Map location of  site and karapiro
Fig.39: Map of  New Zealand

Horahora site location

construction

Karapiro Dam 
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5.2 Site History:

During the 1900s the River became heavily industrialised becoming (and 

continuing to be) a primary resource for generating hydro-electricity.   

In 1911, at the Aniwaniwa rapids, the Waikato River was diverted to create 

 

built in Horahora a small township 20km south of Cambridge. The station was 

constructed in 1913 by the Waihi Gold Mining Company, and its power was 

delivered to the Waihi mines on 8 April 1914 employing an 80 km Horahora 

to Waihi transmission line (the longest transmission line in New Zealand at the 

time).63             

employed here. 

63 
64 

Joyce Neill, ‘Life at the hydro-electric power project at Horahora'.

Ibid.

In April 1947 the Karapiro Power Station was built due to growing electricity 

demands.64  

demands- the result was the construction of the Karapiro dam. The resulting 

Karapiro lake submerged the township of Horahora and its power plant 

,changing the shape of the river’s edge, expunging the natural Aniwaniwa rapids 

and erasing its former existence. Over time the existence of Horahora faded 

from public memory.

The Horahora Power Station kept generating power until the last possible 

moment. All its turbines and generator units were left in place;; The station 

was to remain active to supply power to the national grid until the dam had 

been under complete submersion. Witnesses to the submersion say the plant’s 

generators continued to rotate and thrash at the rising waters, even until the 

point of submersion.65

Fig. 40: Flooding of  Horahora Powerstation 
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Fig. 41: Construction complete at Horahora Fig. 42: Construction complete at Horahora

5.3 Current site condition:
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Fig. 43: Map of  Horahora 



Fig.44:  Horahora Rapids  - 
Sir George Grey Special Collections.

Fig.45: Construction at Horahora - 
Sir George Grey Special Collections 

‘Fig. 46:  
building material. - Sir George Grey Special Collections 
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In the 1970s some of the generator equipment was salvaged,66 but it is either 

lost or, if kept, currently not on display to the public. Today the only remnants 

of the former site are the old powerhouse steps which now step into the waters 

of the Waikato River. Rusted fragments of the transmission line from Horahora 

to Waihi can also be found.  

The Waikato river was once rich in an abundance of native food sources and 

had clean, swimmable waters. The industrialisation of the river has led to the 

decline of these natural resources.The Karapiro dam, along with the seven 

   

important historical sites. Many of thesacred sites belonging to the  tapu or 

  67

65 
66 
67 

John E. Martin, People, politics and power stations: electric power generation in New Zealand. 

Joyce Neill, ‘Life at the hydro-electric power project at Horahora,’.

Brett Graham and Rachel Rakena, “ANIWANIWA”.

The following are international projects that have dealt with abandoned or 

largely forgotten areas of  industrial history. Both examples show how small 

interventions can help transform place and better connect them to their 

previous histories:
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Peter Zumthor’s Allmannajuvet Zinc Mine Museum:

The Allmannajuvet Zinc Mine Museum consists of  three interventions nestled 

in the abandoned zinc mines from the 1800s. The Allmannajuvet mine began 

operations in 1881, closing after only 18 years due to the ore’s changing prices and 

high extraction cost. The mine initially provided jobs for 160 employees.68   The site 

up until 2002 had been abandoned and forgotten. The project was commissioned 

by the state to encourage and increase tourism for that area. 

services etc.) and spreads them across the site followed by a trail for visitors to be 

guided to each intervention. 

The interventions are modest, built in an industrial construction style, these 

responses tell the history and allow the power of  the mining landscape be a focal 

point. The industrial aesthetics bring the history of  the Allmannajuvet zinc mine to 

the front line of  memory, creating key viewing moments in the landscape.

68 
2016, http://www.archdaily.com/796345/allmannajuvet-zinc-mine-museum-peter-zumthor.

5.4 Programme Informants:

Fig. 47: Miners Museum - Path perspective Fig. 48: Peter Zumthor’s Miners Museum

Fig. 49: Miners Museum - Museum Fig. 50: Miners Museum - Cafe Fig. 51: Peter Zumthor’s Miners Museum 
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Kalø Castle in Denmark

Built during the 14th Century, the Kalø Castle is situated on the Jutland peninsula in 

Denmark. It is an iconic landmark for this area, but the central medieval tower was 

inaccessible due to the lack of  internal structure or safe access paths.69  Copenhagen-

based MAP Architects and Mast-Studio successfully designed a maze-like staircase 

structure inside the monument, acting as an accessible route through the ruin. 

Completed in 2016 the intervention was commissioned by the Danish Ministry 

of  the Environment. The staircase allowed visitors to enter and climb the tower. 

Walking further up the stairs, visitors can access openings in the facade and balconies, 

allowing for access to the views of  the surrounding landscape.  

69 Designboom, “MAP architects installs an observational staircase inside a medieval Danish 
ruin”, accessed 21st August, 2017,
https://www.designboom.com/architecture/map-architects-kalo-tower-visitor-access-observation-
al-staircase-medieval-ruin-denmark-01-16-2017/.

Fig. 52: MAP Architects and Mast-
Studio perspective image

Fig. 53: Kalø Tower Visitor Lookout
Photo by MAP Architects + Mast Studio
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6.1 Initial site explorations:

The initial concept for the site plan of  the interventions was a response to the works 

of  O.M. Ungers and his proposal for student housing in Enschede (1964).

This initial exploration tried to explore the landscape with various interconnecting 

fragments that mimicked abstracted versions of  the Horahora power station. The 

many attempts to place the various fragments across the site became frustrating 

and they seemed to compete/clash with the landscape (ultimately failing every time 

against the power of  the Waikato River).

This became an immediate design issue. It became apparent that, in order to 

successfully monumentalise the site, the interventions needed to be simpler- posing 

in stark contrast to the landscape.   

The simple form of  the Modena Cemetery cube analysed by Rossi seemed to be the 

most satisfactory option. Connected by thinner bridge connections, the cube in its 

pure form could be its own entity rather than competing with its surroundings. Fig. 54: Ungers inspired site plan element models Fig. 55: Horahora elements collage
Fig 56: “Modena” Element chosen
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Old Horahora township (submerged or removed)

Suggested placement of  interventions.
Old Horahora township (submerged or removed)

Suggested placement of  interventions.
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6.2 Site plan distribution:

1. Central and Radial distribution: The main typologies of the site will be

distributed evenly around one central point in the landscape (the focus

point being the Waikato River). Visitors can feel a sense of boundary

without a physical barrier being necessarily present.

2. The Cartesian frame of reference: Keeping to a network system of linear

motion creates clear, distinct routes of access and direction.

3. Directional/Clustered: More compact and less distributed across the

site. The main typologies will be kept gathered together, only visually

orientating themselves toward key points in the landscape. The cluster

will be near the main access routes and paths.

The series of  architectural interventions act as the memory depository, archive, 

exhibition and cafe with smaller fragmented inventions throughout the existing 

infrastructure and site of  Horahora. 

The location of Horahora is situated a few kilometres south of Karapiro. Due 

to the power of the Waikato River, there is the inevitable question as to how to 

respond to such an organic, rural landscape. It would seem arbitrary to mark the 

spaces “randomly” across the site. 

The four main typologies will be placed across the site leading in a grid 

distribution - keeping to a network system of linear motion creates a clear, 

distinct routes of access, direction and connection between them. By keeping 

to a stricter grid layout, the buildings then act as a frame for the site. Public 

entry points are accessible through all four main interventions, allowing visitors 

to transition between each marker once inside. Each main marker caters for 

a range of transportation arrivals -by foot, bike, boat, an existing car park is 

available for those traveling by car. 

The advantages of Cartesian frame: It is visible, readable and an easy transition 

between each marker and narrative can be experienced.

Fig. 57: Central and Radial distribution

Fig. 58: The Cartesian frame of  reference

Fig. 59: Clustered

Fig. 60: Initial sketch
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Disadvantages: The path seems almost too direct and perhaps does not frame 

   

starts to lose its readability.

Resolution: Change in the distribution could be created by a shift of the 

markers rather than keeping each one 90 degrees from each other, forming a 

square. This shift in grid distribution helps frame more of the landscape while 

it still can be read as a cohesive project.

The smaller interventions will focus on particular aspects of Horahora’s history. 

Placing these interventions in a similar Cartesian frame makes little sense due to 

 

be used. Instead, they will act a disruption to the formal grid set out by the main 

markers. Instead of being placed where appropriate for visitors to “stumble” 

across while visiting the site and further encouraging visitors to explore.

Transportation

There are three primary means of  transportation for Horahora. 

Car:Horahora road runs parallel to the Waikato River. A small car parking area 

is available for drivers to rest. 

Cycle or by foot:From 2018 the Waikato River trails will run past the Horahora 

area - encouraging cyclists and walkers to pass through the area.

Boat: This area is very popular for recreational water sports. Rowing boats and 

small speedboats often pass this area.

Fig. 61: Intervention Locations98 99



Fig.62: Bridge element Fig.63: Horahora spillway - large concrete masses connected by thin bridges

6.3 Connections 

Connections will be made to the four potential intervention points via foot and 

cycle bridges.

The original spillway showed a thin steel framed walkway connecting from one 

concrete mass to another, allowing the workers to pause over the rushing water 

as they moved between the areas. 

The River Archive aims to evoke a similar experience by connecting each 

intervention with steel bridges. The new connections will allow visitors to be 

aware of their surroundings as they move from one intervention to the next;; 

decontextualising and recontextualising the visitor’s environment. The bridge 

element, through its continuity and regularity, serves as the interlink between 

each intervention.

Concept sketches for the substructure and balustrade of the bridges are intended 

to be an abstraction of the old spillways iron bridge connections. The thinness 

of the bridges serve as a contrast to the bulk of the interventions.  

The Waikato river is no stranger to bridges spanning across it, but most of these 

bridges have almost exclusively been for the use of cars. Access for cyclists and 

pedestrians will be a feature of this project, allowing for new perspectives on 

the environment.

100 101
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Fig. 64: Transport Routes and stops highlighted in 
red

Fig. 65: Connection route highlighted in red



Fig. 66:Concept sketch on the narrative of submersion

6.4 Natural Effect: Water and Memory

Links between water and memory are many. The Grecian goddess of memory, 

Mnemosyne, existed on the banks of the river Lethe, the river of forgetting. 

When we recall past feuds, they are often referred to as ‘water under the bridge’. 

  

– ‘rere kurï noa I te tai o maumahara’.

The architectural interventions will be linked by a narrative based on the 

           

allow the visitor to experience different levels of submersion as they move from 

one architectural expression to other.

  

water at the  Karapiro dam. According to the Mercury energy website, the levels 

Some of the functional requirements of each intervention will dictate at what  

level of submersion they will be placed. For example, the Archives have been 

placed in the intervention with the least amount of submersion due to the 

strict requirements of  keeping a controlled environment for the documents.

104 105



Fig. 67: The Generating House. Sir George Grey Special Collections.

6.5 The Archives

1. a place in which public records or historical materials (such

as documents) are preserved  an archive of  historical manuscripts  a

film archive;; also:  the material protected —often used in plural

reading through the archives

2. a repository or collection especially of  information70

The function of  an Archive can take many forms;; we are reminded that the 

archive itself  is shifting, an evolving abstraction. How Archives are shaped is up 

to us — archives are acts of  memory making and tools of  making a memory. 

Archives can range from paper documents, a collection of  materials or objects. 

An archive can also be a set of  records that gives us an insight into the history 

and nature of  its contents.  

70 

So why archive or preserve histories that have for the most part been forgotten 

or have become disregarded projects and objects?

The River Archive conceives a series of  architectural interventions that 

regenerates the site through a new use of  the landscape as an accumulative 

collector of  the objects, artefacts and histories of  place. The visitor to the 

archive is encouraged to explore this evolving topography, being encouraged to 

investigations 

into context, culture and materials of  the old township.

Documents and objects from our past can give us unique insight into what once 

was. By looking through sketches, models, and drafts, artefacts and architecture 

we can see the challenges and failures of  previous generations - giving us a 

better grasp on how histories and perceptions of  history have developed over 

106 107
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Archival requirements:

As the project is a centre for archive/storage typologies, it seems appropriate 

that the process of conservation and a consideration of environmental factors 

are given due consideration.

Preservation of the artefacts is one of the essential functions of an archive, along 

with security and education.71 Thinking about this particular site and location, 

the “living archive” means an active role is necessary to ensure preservation, 

integration and formation of new relationships between nature and architecture. 

Environmental factors to consider: 

requirements of  the visitors and preservation of  the  artefacts

71 
72 

.

The British Standards Institution,” PD 5454:2012 Guide for the storage and exhibition of archival materials”, (London: British Standards Institution,  2012).

An active system usually controls pollution monitoring in larger archive centres, 

but due to the smaller typologies for this project, effects of pollution will be 

        

storage.

Potentially the most substantial impact on archive documents lies in an 

incorrect balance of humidity and temperature. PD 5454:2012 Guide for the 

storage and exhibition of archival materials recommends for the storage of 

archive collections,  13°C to 20°C and 35% RH to 60% RH. These ranges of 

temperature and humidity ensure more sensitive archive materials are preserved. 

For boxed paper records the range of temperature and humidity can increase 

slightly to 5°C to 25°C and 25% RH to 60% RH respectively.72 
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Main Archive

Similar to the function of  Peter Zumthor’s miner’s museum, one of  the 

interventions will be dedicated to the display of  old industrial artefacts. Here the 

archive displays items of  the old township, giving a glimpse into the time context, 

culture and materials. The displays will be an integrated part of  the structure, 

much like the graves of  Aldo Rossi’s Modena, emphasising a permanence to the 

space. 

The surface and depth of  the structure will alter and interchange to contain and 

frame subject, object and key landscape views. 

Fig 70: Wall typologies for archive structure concept

Cafe

The cafe provides a more general function to the site. Those visitors who 

happen upon the site by chance have to opportunity to stop, rest, refuel and 

are then encouraged to further explore the site. The cafe is at the beginning of  

the submersion narrative with opportunities for visitors to eat their lunch by 

the river’s edge. Placing an intervention with pure use-value encourages people 

travelling by various means of  transport to stop, rest and explore.

The cafe will also provide other amenities such as toilets, along with an 

information centre and gallery.

Fig.68: Cafe “cube” early concept
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Ground Level - 0 
High Lake level - 2
Low Lake levels -4
Maximum water depth: 30.5 m

Fig.75: View Frames

This intervention will be placed at the highest point of  submersion.  Voids will 

treat the old hydro power station architecture as an archival material, these will 

create view shafts under the surface of  the Waikato River, allowing visitors the 

opportunity to peer through the murky waters to make out fragments of  the old 

with larger spaces allowing for more collective discussion and thought.

This particular intervention’s intention was to directly connect the viewer with 

the surface of  the Waikato River, as well as exhibiting the objects underneath the 

surface. Initially ideas of  direct physical connection were considered, such as a 

jump platform and observation tower, but the research felt a visual connection 

would be more powerful allowing the environment to be observed without 

distraction . Here the view shafts direct to the water act as ever changing-

exhibitions. 

Fig 72: Sonar Image of submerged Horahora power station
Fig 74: View points from lookouts in space. Submerged architecture as exhibit

Fig.71: Early “physical connection” concept exploration
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Fig. 76: Girl in the process of creating and archiving her memories .
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Fig.77: Personal Memory Depository Box.

Memory Depository

Visitors are encouraged to bring personal effects and letters for the memory 

depository with the aim being to help the archive develop an understanding of  

personal connections and identities to place. The idea behind the memory depository 

is that each person will be provided with a small box in which they can deposit 

personal memories of  Horahora;; items can relate to the place or event or even just 

record their experience of  that day. The initial space of  this particular archive will be 

add to their archive deposit and reminisce with friends as a continual process;; this 

develops the space into a personal volume of  space that becomes a social product. 

Once the memory box becomes ownerless, it will remain at the archive and become 

an integrated part of  the structure. The memory depository aims to provide a range 

involved with the history of  place.
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Fig.79: Interior perspective of memory depository. Fig.80 A-F: Section concept explorations
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120 121Fig.81: Fragments of Horahora poke through the waters surface

7.0	  Conclusion

Early on in this project, I decided to analyse why memorials and monuments 

were created and how memories have been expressed and reinterpreted in 

architecture. New Zealand’s own rich history emerged as a secondary focus;; a 

lot of  local history is unacknowledged or forgotten.

heritage inherent in this seemingly vacant site. The primary emphasis 

throughout this project was to study the approaches to memorialisation or 

historical reference in the architecture of  Aldo Rossi and O.M. Ungers, and the 

potential of  their work to inform architectural decisions. The research literature 

provided a framework for the analysis of  the relationship between memory, 

memorialisation and architecture. This framework was applied throughout the 

design process - guiding all decisions.

Through its design, the project aims to promote the discovery of  an area of  New 

Zealand’s lost heritage. It reveals the submerged, absent industrial township of  

that has previously been impossible to access and largely forgotten. The site is 

a testing ground to explore ideas of  memory and architecture, and to question 

the current static memorialisation culture in New Zealand. 

The design explorations, as documented, are showing the direction that the 

architecture can take to act as a catalyst for regenerating memory and for 

exploring absent history. 

The weight of  Horahora’s history outweighs its present absent condition. 

Architecture can not completely prevent the loss of  history and memory within 

a place, but it can work alongside the past to elevate the environment;; reviving 

the forgotten heritage to set the scene for new perspectives. The proposed 

interventions serve as monument and spatial experience for showcasing and 

interpreting certain pasts and histories of  Horahora - offering spaces for 
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Fig. 1: Author's Own - ANZAC Day leftovers, Wellington CBD 
 

(Horahora Power station, Horahora, 1947, Waikato, Sir George Grey Special 
Collections, Maker Unknown. Auckland Libraries (AWNS-19130403-9-1))

 Fig. 3: The Mechanization of Memory

The Cover of Frances Yates “The Art of Memory”

Fig. 4: Author's Own - memory processes

Fig. 5: Author's Own - memory processes

Fig. 6: Author's Own - Cult of Monuments vs. Present day values.

Fig. 7: Author's Own - New Zealand timeline map of memorials to the New 
Zealand Land Wars.

Fig. 8: Author's Own - Traditional Memorial form and its (lack of) engagement

Fig. 9: Author's Own - New Zealand Land War memorials (read left to right) 
displayed in chronological order. From 1864 - 2001.

Fig. 10: Te Teko Council submission for the Te Teko Memorial Hall. 

Fig.11: Te Teko Memorial Hall realized. Reproduced from: Fiona Jack, http:// 

Fig. 12: Author's Own - Timeline of ANZAC Parade 2017

'  
Devonport ANZAC parade 2017

Fig. 14: Site plan of Eisenmann’s Memorial to the Murdered Jews. Reproduced 
from: https://makeshiftmemorials.wordpress.com/2017/01/23/precedent-
memorial-to-the-murdered-jews-of-europe-holocaust-memorial/

Fig.15: Floor Plan of Libeskinds Jewish Museum. Reproduced from: http://
arch1101-2014jp.blogspot.co.nz/2014/05/jewish-museum-berlin-by-
daniellibeskind.html

Fig. 16: Author's Own - A-C: Jewish Museum exhibition display analysis 

Fig. 16: D: Author's Own - Memorial to the Murdered Jews exhibition display 
analysis

Fig.17: Author's Own - Interior of void space in Libeskinds Jewish Museum. 

Fig. 18: Author's Own - Core of Eisenmann’s Memorial to the Murdered Jews. 

Fig. 19: Author's Own - Orientation of Memorial Archetypes

Fig. 20: Author's Own - Reduced Forms of Memorial Archetypes

Fig. 21: Author's Own - Sensory Interaction of Memorial Archetypes.

Fig. 22: Ornamentation of Memorial Archetypes. Reproduced from

Fig. 23: Author's Own - Aldo Rossi collage of built works and their historical / 

Fig. 24: Author's Own - Aldo Rossi elements of Modena Cemetery

Fig. 25: Aldo Rossi, Modena Cemetery, 1971. Sourced from Aldo Rossi, 
Modena Cemetery,”Blue of the Sky” submission, 1971.

Fig. 26: Aldo Rossi, Modena Cemetery interior walls. Photo by Evan Chakroff.

Fig. 27: Author's Own - Aldo Rossi Monument to the Resistance in Cuneo 
viewing diagram.

Fig. 28: Aldo Rossi Monument to Sandro Pertini. Reproduced: http://2. 
bp.blogspot.com/-IECdUvpgimk/VPK_TvfcRgI/AAAAAAAAHCU/
rE5OblXxpM0/s1600/IMG_5554small.jpg

'   
everything else.

'  
in the landscape . 9 . 0  L I S T  O F  F I G U R E S
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Fig.63: Horahora spillway - large concrete masses connected by thin bridges. 
Sourced: Photographic Print, 1929  Spatial Coverage: Horahora  NZ, Waikato 
Library,  

Fig. 64: Author's Own - Transport Routes and stops highlighted in red

Fig. 65: Author's Own - Connection route highlighted in red

Fig. 66: Author's Own - Concept sketch on the narrative of submersion

Fig. 67: The Generating House. (Horahora Powerstation, Horahora, 1915, 
Waikato, Sir George Grey Special Collections, Auckland Libraries, 
(AWNS-19180829-42-3))

Fig.68: Author's Own - Cafe “cube” early concept 

'

Fig 70: Author's Own - Wall typologies for archive structure concept

Fig.71: Author's Own - Early “physical connection” concept exploration

Fig 72: Sonar Image of submerged Horahora power station 

'  

Fig 74: Author's Own - View points from lookouts in space. Submerged 
architecture as exhibit

Fig.75: Author's Own - View Frames

Fig. 76: Author's Own - Girl in the process of creating and archiving her 
memories .

Fig.77: Author's Own - Personal Memory Depository Box. 

'  

Fig.79: Author's Own - Interior perspective of memory depository.

Fig.80 Author's Own - A-F: Section concept explorations

Fig.81: Fragments of Horahora poke through the waters surface Sourced: 
Photographic Print, 1929  Spatial Coverage: Horahora  NZ, Waikato Library  

Fig 31: Author's Own - View shafts of the modena.

Fig. 32: Author's Own - Film overlay to suggest  forgotten fragments.

Fig. 33: O.M. Ungers, Student Housing in Enschede, 1964. Sourced: http://
modemity.blogspot.co.nz/2010/08/city-metaphors.html Edited by Author

Fig. 34: O.M. Ungers, Morphologie City Metaphors’. Sourced: http://
modemity.blogspot.co.nz/2010/08/city-metaphors.html

Fig. 35: “Approximation of wall angles”  Peter Märkli, Haus Gantenbein, 
Grabs, 1995 www.studiomaerkli.com/

Google Maps: Map location of site and Karapiro

Fig. 36:  Peter Märkli, Museo La Congiunta, Giornico , 1992 www. 
studiomaerkli.com/

Fig. 37:  Peter Märkli, Museo La Congiunta Interior, Giornico , 1992 www. 
studiomaerkli.com/

Fig. 38: Google Maps: Map location of site and Karapiro

Fig.39: Author's Own - Map of New Zealand

Fig.37:  Horahora Rapids  - (Horahora Rapids, Horahora, 1912, Waikato, Sir 
George Grey Special Collections, Maker Unknown. Auckland Libraries 
(AWNS-236-7491))

Fig.38: Construction at Horahora (Horahora Rapids, Horahora, 1913, 
Waikato, Sir George Grey Special Collections, Maker Unknown. Auckland 
Libraries (AWNS-19130313-10-1))

Fig. 39:  
(Horahora Powerstation, Horahora, 1913, Waikato, Sir George Grey Special 
Collections, Maker Unknown, Auckland Libraries)

Fig. 40: Horahora powerstation is flooded (Horahora Powerstation 
submerged, Horahora, 1947, Waikato, Sir George Grey Special Collections, 
Maker Unknown. Auckland Libraries,(AWNS-19130403-6-))

Fig. 41: Construction at Horahora (Horahora Rapids, Horahora, 1913, 
Waikato, Sir George Grey Special Collections, Maker Unknown. Auckland 
Libraries,  (AWNS-19130403-6-128))

Fig. 42: Construction at Horahora (Horahora Rapids, Horahora, 1913, 
Waikato, Sir George Grey Special Collections, Maker Unknown. Auckland 
Libraries (AWNS-19130403-6-3))

Fig. 43: Author's Own - Map of Horahora

Fig. 44: Horahora Rapids  - Horahora Rapids, Horahora, 1912, Waikato, Sir 
George Grey Special Collections, Maker Unknown, Auckland Libraries, 
(AWNS-236-7491))

Fig. 45: Construction at Horahora  - (Horahora Powerstation, Horahora, 
1913, Waikato, Sir George Grey Special Collections, Maker Unknown, 
Auckland Libraries, (AWNS-19130313-10-1)) 

Fig. 46:  
(Horahora powerstation is flooded, Horahora, 1947, Waikato, Sir George 

Grey Special Collections, Maker Unknown. Auckland Libraries,
(AWNS-19130403-6-))

Fig. 47: Fig. 47: Miners Museum - Path perspective : Photo by Aldo Amoretti 

Fig. 48: Peter Zumthor’s Miners Museum Interior Photo by Aldo Amoretti 

Fig. 49: Fig. 49: Miners Museum - MuseumPhoto by Aldo Amoretti

Fig. 50: Fig. 50: Miners Museum - CafePhoto by Aldo Amoretti

Fig. 51: Peter Zumthor’s Miners Museum Photo by Aldo Amoretti

Fig. 52: MAP Architects and Mast-Studio perspective image

Fig. 53: Kalø Tower Visitor Lookout Photo by MAP Architects + Mast Studio 

Fig. 54: Author's Own - Ungers inspired site plan element models

Fig. 55: Author's Own - Architecture collage

Fig 56: Author's Own - “Modena” Element chosen

Fig. 57: Author's Own - Central and Radial distribution

Fig. 58: Author's Own - The Cartesian frame of reference

Fig. 59: Author's Own - Clustered

Fig. 60: Author's Own -  Initial sketch

Fig. 61: Author's Own - Intervention Locations

Fig.62: Bridge elements 
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Perspective view across the Horahora

Cross section through the Horahora dam site
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The Reflection Room The Archive The Memory Depository River Cafe and Exhibit
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Site modelSite model



Moutoa Gardens memorial 1864
George Nixon Memorial c.1865
Tauranga 43rd Regiment Memorial c.1865
57th Regiment Memorial 1866
1st Waikato Regiment Memorial 1867
Arthur Wakefeild / Wairau incident 1869
Pukearuhe NZ Memorial c.1870
Honiana Te Puni Memorial 1872
Matawhero Memorial 1872
Ohaeawai Memoral c.1872
Waka Nene Nz Memorial 1873
Winiata Pekanui Memorial 1874
Manaia Memorial 1886
St Johns Church (Te Awamutu) Memorial site 1888
Okaihau Memorial Burial Ground 1891
Nukumaru NZ War Memorial 1893
Queens Park Memorial (Whanganui) 1892
Rangiriri NZ Memorial cemetary 1896
Holy Trinity Memorial Park 1894
Gate Pa Memorial Church and Memorial Reserve 1900
Pokeno NZ Memorial 1902
Ohawe NZ Memorial 1907
Tauranga 1st Waikato Militia 1909
Marsland Hill Memorial 1909
Orakau NZ Memorial c.1911
Keepa Te Rangihiwinui Memorial 1912
Normanby NZ Wars 1912
Symond Street NZ Memorial 1912
Waihi NZ Memorial 1912
Ngaruawahia Memorial 1913
Rawiri Puhirake NZ Memorial 1914
St Johns Church Maori NZ War Memorial 1914
Old Taupiri Road Memorial c.1914
Alexandra Redoubt Tuakau Memorial 1915
Ihaka Whaanga Memorial 1915
Puketahauere NZ Memorial 1915
Waikaraka Cemetery Veterans 1915
Omarunui NZ Memorial 1916
Petane NZ Memorial 1916
Taranaki Volunteers Memorial c.1916
Teasdale NZ Memorial 1917
Hori Ngatai Memorial 1920
Howick NZ Land Wars Memorial 1920
Paterangi NZ Memorial 1921
Te Rore NZ Memorial 1921
Boulcott Farm Memorial c.1923
Kainaha Cemetery (Now Historic Reserve) c.1923
Whiteley Memorial Pukearuhe 1923
Renata Kawepo Memorial 1926
Battle Hill Memorial 1927
HMS Calliope Memorial 1927
Leamington Cemetery Memorial Grounds 1927
Mauku NZ Memorial 1927
Ngaruawahia Pioneer Turret Memorial 1927
Rangiriri Memorial Gateway 1927
Pukehohe NZ Memorial 1929
Mahoetahi Memorial Graves 1929
Turuturumokai NZ Memorial 1929
Howick Memorial 1930
Tuturau Maori Reserve 1934
Huirangi Memorial  1940
Puketapu Feud Memorial 1941
Mahoetahi Memorial 1941
Wairaka Marae Memorial 1950
Omarumutu NZ War Memorial Hall 1961

Weeping woman and child statue
Obelisk (Detailed)
Obelisk
Obelisk / Plinth
Obelisk
Cross/Pyramid
Obelisk
Headstone
Obelisk
Cross
Obelisk / Cross
Headstone (Large, Decorative)
Obelisk
Cross (Large)
Cross 
Headstone
Tomb / Lion Statue
Obelisk
Plaque
Church and graves
Cairin (Pyramid)
Cairin
Pillar
Solider Statue - partially destroyed (solider missing) in 1991 
Obelisk
Pillar / Soldier Statue
Plinth and Obelisk
Obelisk
Cairin / Cross
Obelisk
Pillar
Obelisk
Headstone
Obelisk
Headstones (Large)
Obelisk
Semi-circular reinforced concrete wall - designed Norman Wade 
Obelisk (Damaged 1990)
Obelisk (Damaged 1990)
Headstone (Large)
Obelisk (Damaged)
Pillar
Honors Board
Obelisk
Obelisk
Stone Marker / Plaque
Headstones
Boulder
Headstone (Rough Finish)
Tomb
Headstone
Headstone (Rough Finish)
Headstone (Rough Finish)
Turret
Archway
Stone Marker / Plaque
Plaque
Pillar (cairin type materialization)
 Lychgate
Obelisk
Cross
Cross
Cross (Replacement of wooden cross 1911 cross)
Lychgate
Hall

Rangitukia NZ War Memorial 1963 - 2004 Obelisk
Tauranga Naval Memorial 1964
Te Ranga NZ Memorial 1964
Jean Guerren Memorial 1965
Titi Hill NZ Wars Memorial 1965
96th Regiment War Memorial 1981
Ruakituri NZ Memorial 1986
Moturoa Memorial 1993
Tauranga Maori Memorial 1997
Rangiriri Naval NZ War Memorial 1999
Katikara Mass Burial Memorial 2002

Cross
Headstone
Circular Stone Sculpture
Obelisk (short/squat)
Plaque
Cairin
Information Sign
Obelisk (Modern adaptation)
Headstone (Replacing 1896 Obelisk)
Plinth and plaque. (First memorial to be created with input from Maori and Crown)

Charles Broughton Memorial Unknown Obelisk (Small)
Kororareka Residents Memorial Unknown Plaque (Small)
Te Ngutu o te Manu Memorial Unknown Cross (architect likely to be W.J.Helyer)
Waerenga-a-hika Memorial Unknown Obelisk / Cross icon.

New Zealand War Memorial timeline 
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